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CHAPTER I 

n^TRODUCTION 

Global optimization or optimization problems in general can exhibit dynamic 

behavior. Optimization problems can be solved using parallelism. Computation of the 

global optima or finding all or multiple local optimal solutions of nonlinear programming 

subject to some practical constraints is important in a very broad range of applications 

such as electrical or computer engineering (the design of digital filter banks in 

communications, digital filters in audiovisual equipment, VLSI chip design and database 

problems, placement and routing of components in computer-aided design, artificial 

neural network leaming, image processing, optimal power flow in electric networks), 

chemical or mechanical engineering (computational chemistry, chemical-reaction 

equilibrium, molecular biology, heat exchangers), civil engineering (stmctural 

optimization), and economics or finance (economies of scale, fixed charges, allocation 

and location problems, quadratic assignment). The relative difficulty of solving the global 

optimization problem on a computer as compared with the local optimization problem 

stems from the fact that, in general, the objective function may contain numerous local 

optima with corresponding function values varying significantly [5]. 

This thesis addresses a parallel MPI-based implementation of a randomized 

technique to achieve global optimization. The main goal of the thesis is to develop a 

dynamic load-balancing heuristic algorithm and illustrate it with a randomized global 

optimization algorithm. 



1.1 Basic Concepts 

As in politics, the lust for more power has been one of the main driving forces in 

the development of computers. Before the davm of the computer era, scientists and 

engineers thought that the ability to carry out a few hundred arithmetic computations 

each second was nearly unimaginable. However, almost as soon as they found themselves 

with this much computational power, they began to clamor for more [1]. This is not a 

new story. Today we are talking about quadrillions (lO'^) of operations per second. 

What is causing this ever-escalating need for greater computational power? 

Science, engineering, finance, business, entertainment all provide the impetus. Since, our 

main audience is scientists and engineers, let's talk about one of their major motivations. 

For centuries, science has followed the rule of thumb, first observe, then theorize, 

and then test the theory through experimentation. Similarly, engineers have traditionally 

first designed, and then tested their prototypes. However, with growing technology it is 

becoming less expensive to carry out detailed computer simulations than it is to perform 

numerous experiments or build a series of prototypes. Thus the experiment and 

observation in the scientific paradigm, and design and prototyping in the engineering 

paradigm, are being increasingly replaced by computation. 

Before proceeding to discussion of how we might be able to obtain the [1] 

computational power to solve this problem, we should mention that although we have 

focused on the problem of computational speed, another fundamental problem in the 

development of greater computational power is the development of vastly greater storage 

requirements. Even if we build a computer that is capable of performing trillions or 



quadrillions of operations per second, if it only has access to a few millions of words of 

memory, this computer is likely to be of little use. Thus, the development of greater 

computational power subsumes the development of greater speeds and greater storage. 

So having obtained our collection of processors and memory, there is still a huge 

amount of work to be done. How and when should you assign sub-problems to processors 

and memory modules? We need to decide on and implement a interconnection network 

for the processors and memory modules. We need to devise algorithms and data 

stmctures for solving our problems. These are critical problems, which need to be 

addressed by parallel computing. 

As parallel computing is the use of two or more processors (computers) in 

combination to solve a single problem, a parallel programmer has to figure out how to 

break the problem into pieces, and has to figure out how the pieces relate to each other 

[2]. For example, a parallel program to play chess might look at all the possible first 

moves it could make. A different processor, to see how the game would continue from 

that point, could explore each different first move. At the end, these results have to be 

combined to figure out which is the best first move. Actually, the situation is even more 

complicated, because if the program is looking ahead several moves, then different starts 

can end up at the same board position. To be efficient, the program would have to keep 

track of this, so that if one processor had already evaluated that position, then others 

would not waste time duplicating the effort. 

On a serial computer the processor may wait for I/O or delay as fts moves data 

from RAM to cache, but it basically appears busy all the time and ft is only after you do a 



more detailed analysis that you determine that it is actually performing pooriy. On a 

parallel computer of 100 processors most people quickly notice that a program is not 

running 100 times faster. The serial program may not have been very good, but it is not 

generally as obvious as the fact that many of the parallel processors are often idle [2]. 

Parallel programs port poorly. Some programs may do a decent job on one 

machine, but when the program is ported to a new machine, good performance is not 

guaranteed. Most serial computers have the same basic organization, but this is not so for 

parallel computers. Some parallel computers, such as the currently popular Beowulf 

systems, are essentially just a collection of computers linked together with Ethemet. They 

use simple commands, similar to read and write, to communicate among the processors. 

(The most common system for doing this communication is MPl.) Such parallel 

computers are known as message-passing systems, or distributed memory computers. 

Other parallel computers, such as systems from SGI and Sun, are shared-memory 

systems, where every processor can directly read and write data from every memory 

location. 

Ideally, a parallel program written to solve a huge computationally intensive 

problem should consider a lot of features, the hardware characteristics of each node. It 

should also consider the current system utilization. All these determine how well the load 

is balanced on your parallel system. 

Balancing the load or effectively utilizing the processors to perform parallel jobs 

has become a major research area in parallel computing. 



1.2 Motivation 

A parallel code may not perform as efficiently as one would expect due to many 

reasons. This is typical in many memory systems [3]. There may be too much 

parallelism overhead. This is not uncommon when one writes a parallel code. Many a 

times, the communication cost may be more expensive than the computational cost itself 

Thread creation, synchronization, communication all adds to this. The parallel systems 

that we are dealing with may be heterogeneous in nature. Load imbalance also occurs 

when different processors do different amounts of work in a completely homogenous 

environment. Part of the reason may be the imbalance of load itself 

Load balancing differs with properties of tasks. It is important to know the answer 

to questions like; do all tasks have equal costs? Can all tasks be mn in any order? Are 

there any task dependencies? Is it important for some tasks to be scheduled on the same 

processor to reduce communication cost? When and how is the information about 

communication known? 

The best way to achieve maximum performance in a parallel system is to 

customize your applications to be "parallel-aware" so that they can be programmed 

efficiently to operate in the clustered environment. One of the major developments in the 

application of distributed programming was the standardization of the Message Passing 

Interface (MPl), which allows for a standard way for programs to be written in a 

distributed environment so that they can share their load across the system in the most 

efficient way possible. This interface means that programs can communicate between 

instances of themselves and other programs on remote nodes to achieve efficient 



parallelism and minimize the overhead associated with process migration when the load 

is inaccurately predicted. For example, programs can communicate the nature of their 

work in advance, e.g. are they a long- or short-running job, and are they CPU or RAM 

intensive, etc. so that they can be scheduled as efficiently as possible. 

The difficulty in accurately scheduling load across processes should not be 

underestimated. Many approaches try to equalize the number of processes on the nodes or 

equalize their task queue lengths - actually most of them just avoid the situation where 

some nodes do nothing while others are busy. Load balancing becomes more complicated 

if the system consists of heterogeneous nodes, i.e. faster and slower processors, different 

amount of memory and different number of CPUs per node (SMP). Similarly, most real 

applications and tasks in the system are heterogeneous. They consume different amounts 

of resources, i.e. mn for short or long times and use different percentage of the CPU time. 

Additionally, the arrival of tasks is not coordinated or planned, so load balancing has to 

cope with changing, unpredictable load profiles. Another complication is that parallel 

applications are not just sets of independent tasks, but tasks that can have dependencies 

on each other for proper execution. Load balancing should favor tasks that entail large 

parallelism to reduce application response time and increase resource utilization. Other 

effects like the overhead associated with context switching or paging delays severely 

influence the system performance, so load balancing should limit the overall system load 

appropriately. Load balancing should be adaptive, i.e. identify the currently important 

performance factors, create estimations by profiling the system behavior and find tiie 

trade-off between load balancing overhead and improvement in the current load situation. 



with all these factors to take into account, creating a load-balancing cluster is far from a 

trivial exercise. 

Parallel Computational Science and Engineering (CSE) applications often exhibft 

irregular stmcture and dynamic load patterns. Many such applications have been 

developed using procedural languages (e.g. FORTRAN) in message passing parallel 

programming paradigm (e.g. MPl) for distributed memory machines. Incorporating 

dynamic load balancing techniques at the application-level involves significant changes 

to the design and stmcture of applications. On the other hand, traditional mn-time 

systems for MPl do not support dynamic load balancing [4]. 

Many Computational Science and Engineering (CSE) applications under 

development today exhibit dynamic behavior. Computational domains are irregular to 

begin with, making it difficult to subdivide the problem such that every partition has 

equal computational load, while optimizing communication. In addition to that, 

computational load requirements of each partition may vary as computation such as 

simulation of complex system progresses [4]. 

Another type of dynamic load variance can be seen where heterogeneous 

computational platforms such as clusters of workstations are used to carry out even 

regular applications in such cases, the availability of individual workstations changes 

dynamically [4]. 

Decomposing the problem into several smaller partftions (much more than the 

available physical processors) reduces the load imbalance in a broad sense. Mapping and 

re-mapping these partitions to physical processors in response to variation in load 



conditions. One cannot expect the application programmer to pay attention to dynamic 

variations in computational load and communication patterns, due to both intemal and 

external factors described above, in addition to programming an already complex CSE 

application. Therefore, the parallel programming environment needs to provide for 

dynamic load balancing under the hood. Traditional mntime systems for message passing 

paradigms such as MPl do not allow efficient migration of tasks in order to provide 

dynamic load balancing capabilfties. For the parallel programming environment to 

effectively load balance the application, it needs to know the precise load conditions at 

rvmtime. Thus, it needs to be supported by the mntime system of the parallel language. 

Also, it needs to predict the load pattems of the fiiture based on current and past mntime 

conditions to provide an appropriate re-mapping of partitions. 

Global minimization problems can be classified as NP-complete, that is, non-

deterministic, polynomial time, complete. No method bound taking computer time, which 

depends on a power of N, has been found to solve these problems. N is the number of 

degrees of freedom. 

There are many approaches to solve an optimization problem. These derive, after 

suitable embellishments to make them useful, from the application of calculus to the 

basic problem of finding the maximum or minimum of a continuous function [7]. There 

are number of drawbacks to the use of these classical optimization techniques which 

seriously limft their use in practice. Generally speaking, the classical methods require 

either the continuity or the differentiability of/(3c') or both. These conditions are not 

always met in practical problems that must be solved. It may even be possible that 



whetiier the function is continuous or differentiable is not known, ft is frequentiy the case 

that even less than this is known. In fact, almost nothing may be known about how the 

objective function depends on the variables in question, except the mathematical form of 

the objective function. While an elegant theory is available for treating convex or 

concave functions, most functions are neither, and many are sufficiently complex as to 

defy simple characterization. In contrast to the classical methods, the only requirement 

that the objective function must satisfy is that it be computable. 

There are different one dimension and multidimensional search methods. 

Exhaustive search and random search fall under simultaneous methods. Multivariate grid 

search, univariate search, Powell's method and Method of steepest descent, among many 

falls under the Sequential search. 

Dr. Philip W. Smith, Director of High Performance Computing Center, Texas 

Tech University, has suggested a randomized search algorithm. This algorithm, which is 

based on, a simple randomized technique, though computationally intensive, does the job 

perfectly. The algorithm has inherent parallelism in it. 

The goal of this thesis is to present a generic parallelized version of Dr. Smith's 

randomized algorithm, which can handle n dimensions or variables. The parallel 

algorithm will have dynamic load balancing buift into it. 

This project was partially funded by the High Performance Computing Center at 

Texas Tech University. 



1.3 Document Organization 

The remainder of this thesis document is organized in the following manner. 

Chapter 2 gives the background information regarding parallelization concepts and tools. 

Chapter 3 explains the problem definition. Chapter 4 talks about the Research 

methodology and background work. Chapter 5 contains experiments and results. Chapter 

6 talks about conclusions and future work. 
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CHAPTER II 

PRELIMINARY STUDIES 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter begins by presenting the terminology and definitions used in the 

remainder of the thesis. An overview of the distributed systems and parallel envirorunent 

used in solving many computational sciences and engineering problems is given in 

section 2.3. Section 2.4 gives a mathematical introduction to optimization. Section 2.5 is 

an introduction to optimization and dimensionality. Background information regarding 

tools/techniques available for solving Global Optimization problems is discussed in 2.6. 

Section 2.7 gives an introduction to Message Passing. 

2.2 Notations and Definitions 

Parallel computing has fts own terminologies. Some of the terms associated with 

parallel computing that will be used more in this document are listed below. 

Task: A logically discrete section of some computational work. A task is usually a 

program or a set of instmctions that is executed by a processor. 

Parallel Task: A parallel task is a task that can be executed by muftiple processors. 

Serial Execution: Sequential execution of a program is known as a serial execution. It 

usually means execution of instmction at a given time. Virtually all-parallel tasks will 

have sections of a parallel program that must be executed serially. 
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Parallel Execution: It is the execution of a program by more than one processor, with 

each processor being able to execute the same or different program at the same time. 

Shared Memory: ft is a model where parallel tasks all have the same picture of memory 

and can be directly address and access the same logical memory locations regardless of 

where the physical memory actually exits. Pleione, a SGI Onyx2 with 56-300 MHz 

processors, having 56 GB of shared RAM and HPC- Linpack rating of 24 Gflops will be 

used as a testing bed for this research. 

Distributed Memory: This in contrast to the shared memory has memory associated with 

individual processors and a processor can only address its own memory [8]. 

Load Sharing: The division of load or task among subsystem components. Many a times 

it is used synonymously with load balancing. 

MPL Its stands for Message Passing Interface. It is a library of C/FORTRAN callable 

functions, which achieves parallelism by explicitly transmitting data from one process to 

another [9]. 

2.3 Distributed and Parallel Environments 

A distributed system consists of a collection of independent computers linked by a 

computer network and controlled by a distributed operating system. Distributed 

processing involves co-operation among several loosely coupled computers 

communicating over a network. A typical distributed system consists of processing units, 

communicating links, memory units, data files and programs. The resources are 

interconnected through a communication network that dictates the flow of information 

12 



between processing elements [10]. A homogenous system is a distributed system 

consisting of the same type of processors. If the distributed system has different types of 

processors it is called a heterogeneous system [9]. 

A multiprocessor system consists of more than one processing unit that is 

controlled by one operating system, which provides interactions between processors and 

their programs at the process as well as the data level. There are two common different 

architectural models for a multiprocessor system. One is a tightly coupled multiprocessor 

and the other loosely coupled multiprocessor. Tightly coupled multiprocessors 

commvmicate through a shared main memory and are known as shared memory systems. 

Here the rate of data transfer from one processor to the other is in the order of the 

bandwidth of the memory. A small local memory or cache may exist in each processor. A 

complete connectivity exits between processors and memory. In loosely coupled 

multiprocessor system, each processor has a set of input/output devices and a large local 

memory where it accesses most of the instmctions and data. The processor, its local 

memory and I/O interfaces are referred to as a computer module. Processes, which 

execute on different computer modules, communicate by exchanging messages through a 

message passing system [11]. 

Shared memory systems are essentially homogenous whereas systems using the 

concept of message passing can be made to mn processes on heterogeneous machines. 

This research proposes allocation and placement of tasks on different processors keeping 

in mind the load on every processor. This enables implementation and performance 

13 



evaluation of the parallel model on heterogeneous platforms as well. For validation and 

testing purposes, only homogeneous platforms will be used. 

In spite of all their advantages shared memory multiprocessor computers have the 

disadvantage that they must be carefully designed and assembled, and are therefore 

expensive and uncommon [9]. Distributed memory multiprocessors can be assembled 

from ordinary computers on a high-speed network. Tools like MPl make it possible to 

send and receive messages along the network, from one processor to the other. Texas 

Tech University, boasts of having a SGI Origin 2000 supercomputing workstation (a 

shared memory workstation), which is currently administered and maintained by the High 

Performance Computing Center. All the implementation, validation, experimentation of 

this research project will be done on this supercomputer. 

2.4 Mathematical Foundations 

2.4.1 Functions of One variable 

A function/(x) takes on fts absolute minimum at a point x* if/(x*) < / (x) for all 

x over which the fimction/(x) is defined. The absolute minimum is often called global 

minimum. Let/(x) be defined in some neighborhood 6 about a point x". Then the 

function/(x) is said to have a strong relative minimum at x" if there exists a s, 0 < s < 5, 

such that for all x satisfying 0 < |x-x"| < s, ft is the case that/(x) >/(x°) [7]. 

There are a few terms, used quite often in any optimization literature. A stationary 

point is any point at which/' (x) = d/(x)/dx = 0. 
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Many times stationary points and critical points are used interchangeably. Critical 

points are any points, which may be candidates for global optima. However, if a finite 

interval of x is considered a global optimum may occur at a point, which is not local 

optimum. 

Convex and concave functions have a lot of relevance in optimization. A function 

is convex if a line segment drawn between any two points on its graph falls entirely on or 

above the graph. A function is concave if a line segment drawn between any two points 

on its graph falls entirely on or below the graph [7]. 

A local minimum in case of a convex function is a global minimum as well. It 

should be obvious that not every function must be convex or concave. In fact, very often 

a function is neither convex nor concave. For a function/(x) = x is neither concave nor 

convex. In the interval, (-00, 0),/(x) is concave and in the interval, (0, oo),/(x) is convex. 

2.4.2 Optimization of Functions of a Single Variable 

In the most general sense, we calculate the value of/(x) for some value of x = xi 

and then use some minimizing process of reasoning to lead us to another point x = X2 

such that/(x2) </(xi) and so on. The classical approach, as portrayed by calculus, is to 

constmct a set of necessary and sufficient conditions, which the optimal value of x must 

satisfy. These conditions are derived analytically from/(x). The practical problem is to 

find the value of x, which will satisfy this condition. 

If/(x) has a relative minimum at a point x°, then we know from the definition of 

relative minimum that there exists an 8 > 0 such that for some interval or neighborhood 
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about X , / (x) > /(x°). In particular, consider points in this neighborhood about x'' of the 

form X = x° + h, 0 < |h| <s. Then we may write/(x° +h) -/(x**) > 0, for all h, 0 < |h| <s. 

This may then be divided by h to obtain, 

rF(x°+h)-/(x°))/h >0 h>0 (2.4.2.a). 

(/•(x°+h)-/(x°))/h<0 h<0 (2.4.2.b). 

If we take the limft in (2.4.2.a) as h -> 0 we obtain from (2.4.2.a) that 

d/(x°) / d > 0 and similarly from (2.4.2.b) that d/(xVd < 0. These two resufts inevitably 

lead to the conclusion that d/(x'')/d = 0. 

Any point with its first derivative zero is called a stationary point. Thus, it is a 

necessary condition for x° to be a relative minimum or maximum is that x° to be a 

stationary point. 

It can be shown that if/' (x^) = 0, a sufficient condition for/(x) to be a minimum 

atx°isthat/ 'Cx' ' )>0. 

2.4.3 Optimization of Functions with Multiple Dimensions 

This is an extension of single dimension optimization. Let the notation/( x ) will 

be used to designate/(xi, X2.. .Xn). Hence x = (xi, X2.. .Xn) will be a point or vector in an 

n-dimensional Euclidean space E" [7]. 

A function/( x) takes on its absolute minimum or global minimum at a point x* 

i f / ( x ) < / ( X*) for all values of x over which the function/(x) is defined. It has an 
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assumption that the value of x at which/( x) aftains its minimum is actually in the set of 

values over which x is defined [7]. 

We should remember that by a neighborhood 5 of a point >̂  in E", we mean all 

points X in E" such that \y - x\<6, i.e., 

0 < (yi - X,) ^ + (y2 - X2) ̂  + ... + (yn-xn) ^ < 6^ Let/( x) be defined in some 

neighborhood 6 about a point x" in E". Then the function/( x) is said to have a strong 

relative minimum at x° if there exists a s, 0 < s < 5, such that for all x satisfying 

0 < IX - x° I <£, ft is the case that/( x° ) < / ( x )[7]. 

2.5 Optimization and dimensionality 

A single dimension search problem is fairly simple to solve. One-dimension 

search methods place no restrictions such as continuity or differentiability on the function 

/ (x ) . The only requirement is that/(x) can be computed either from a formula or a series 

of formulas. 

The various methods available to solve a single dimension search problem is 

simply to find the value of x in an interval a < x < b at which the fimction/(x) takes on 

its global extreme value (minimum or maximum). Since we shall be using numerical 

schemes, we shall not know the exact value of x for which, say/(x) is minimum. The 

approach that we shall take is to determine a value of x, for example x*, and that we have 

determined two values XL and xu such that XL < x* < Xu. Another way to phrase this 

statement is to say that the determined value x*, and the tme value, x, both lie within the 
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same "interval of uncertainty". This is an important assumption that almost any 

optimization will consider. 

In case of one-dimensional optimization, we could be reasonably certain that by 

either classical methods or search methods, an extreme value of/(x) could be found. 

However, the problem of finding maxima or minima of a function of more than one 

variable is a problem of extraordinary greater difficulty than might appear at first glance. 

The interaction of variable effects on an objective function is extremely difficuft to 

predict and is knovra as the "curse of dimensionality" [7]. 

Consider first the unft of interval [0, 1], and suppose as a result of some one-

dimensional search method, we are left with an interval of uncertainty, AL = 0.1. In other 

words, of possible 10 intervals, we have found one that contains our optimum. Therefore, 

we have narrowed the optimum to within 1/10 the original interval. 

As the dimensionality increases, the situation becomes worse. In three 

dimensional space, a volume of 1/10 of the original volume comprises a significantly 

large portion of the original volume, and is a cube equal to cube root of 0.1 on a side 

which is 0.465 imits in each variable. It is easy to see that the interval of uncertainty in 

each variable has increased more than four fold over the one-dimensional case. If we 

have a function with 100 variables, the n-dimensional cube containing 10 per cent of the 

volume would measure (0.1) '̂ '"^ = 0.977 The interval of uncertainty in each variable is 

now close to 1, yet this hypercube contains only 10 per cent of the total volume. The 

point is now very imprecisely located [7]. 
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2.6 Global Optimization: Techniques and Tools 

There are many techniques and improvements to these techniques for global 

optimization (i.e., finding the global minimum of some complex function) [6]. Here is an 

attempt to give a very brief introduction to some of the prominent optimization 

techniques. 

Simulated Annealing: It is based on a generalization of a Monte Carlo method for 

examining the equations of state and frozen states of n-body systems. The concept is 

based on the marmer in which liquids freeze or metals recrystalize in the process of 

annealing. As the cooling proceeds, the system becomes more ordered and approaches a 

"frozen" ground state at T=0. Hence the process can be thought of as an adiabatic 

approach to the lowest energy state. If the initial temperature of the system is too low or 

cooling is done sufficiently slowly the system may become quenched forming defects or 

freezing out in metastable states (i.e., trapped in a local minimum energy state) [12]. 

Branch and Bound method: It is a general search method. Assume we wish to 

minimize a fimction/(x), where x is restricted to some feasible region. To apply branch 

and bound, we should have a means of computing a lower bound on an instance of the 

optimization problem and a means of dividing the feasible region of a problem to create 

smaller sub problems. The method starts by considering the original problem with the 

complete feasible region, which is called the root problem. The lower-bounding and 

upper-bounding procedures are applied to the root problem. If the bounds match, then an 

optimal solution has been found and the procedure terminates. Otherwise the feasible 

region is divided into two or more regions; each strict sub regions of the original, which 
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together cover the whole feasible region. These sub problems become children of the root 

search node. The algorithm is applied recursively to the sub problems, generating a tree 

of sub problems until an optimal solution is reached [12]. 

Interval Method: Global optimization methods that use interval techniques 

provide rigorous guarantees that a global minimum is found. Interval techniques are used 

to compute global information about functions over large regions (box-shaped), e.g., 

strict bounds on function values, higher derivates. Most global optimization methods 

using interval techniques employ branch and bound strategy. These algorithms 

decompose the search domain into a collection of boxes for which the lower bound on the 

objective fimction is calculated by an interval technique [13]. 

Statistical method: Statistical global optimization algorithms employ a statistical 

model of the objective ftinction to bias the selection of new sample points. These 

methods are justified with Bayesian arguments that suppose that the particular objective 

fimction that is being optimized comes from a class of functions that is modeled by a 

particular stochastic function. Information from previous samples of the objective 

functions can be used to estimate parameters of the stochastic function, and this refined 

model can subsequentiy be used to bias the selection of points in the search domain [13]. 

There are many commercial packages, which aim at solving a global optimization 

problem. A few are listed here. 

BARON: Branch and Reduced Optimization Navigator [16] in Fortran ( by Nikos 

Sahinidis) [17]. 

Interval Global Solver: Developed by Frontiine Systems [18]. 
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MINOPT: Mixed Integer Nonlinear Programming [19]. 

GAMS/DICOPT: Solver for Mixed Integer Nonlinear Programming [20]. 

IBM Optimization Subroutine Library [21]. 

2.7 Message Passing Interface 

MPl or message passing interface is a library specification for message passing, 

proposed as a standard by a broadly based committee of vendors, implementers, and 

users. In MPl, communication occurs by explicit message passing calls. For each 

communication, both sender and receiver calls are required. Thus a pair of processes is 

involved in each communication. It is a powerful and very general method of achieving 

parallelism and a classic way to program distributed memory systems. 

As mentioned above, in basic message passing, processes coordinate their 

activities by explicitly sending and receiving messages. For example, at its most basic, 

MPl provides a function for sending a message: 

#include "mpi.h" 

int MPI_Send(void *buf 

int count, 

MPI_Datatype datatype, 

int dest, 

int tag, 

MPI_Comm comm) 

and a function for receiving a message: 
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int MPI_Recv(void *buf, 

int count, 

MPI_Datatype datatype, 

int source, 

int tag, 

MPIComm comm, 

MPI_Status * status) 

Both MPI_Send and MPI_Recv are synchronous communication calls. Let's 

assume that process 0 and process 1 is miming on distinct nodes, say, 0 is rurming on 

node A and 1 is running on node B. Suppose process 0 wants to send a message to 

process 1. 0 can a send a "request a send" to 1 and wait until receives a "ready to receive" 

from 1, at which point transmission of the actual message begins. This approach where in 

process 0 waits until process 1 is ready, is sometimes called synchronous communication. 

Two other important asynchronous send and receive functions are: 

#include "mpi.h" 

int MPI_Isend(void *buf, 

int count, 

MPI_Datatype datatype, 

int dest, 

int tag, 

MPI_Comm comm, 

MPI_Request * request) 
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and a function for receiving messages: 

int MPI_Irecv(void *buf, 

int count, 

MPIDatatype datatype, 

int source, 

int tag, 

MPIComm comm, 

MPI_Request *request) 

Both MPI_Isend and MPI_Irecv are asynchronous communication calls. Let us 

assume that process 0 and process 1 is running on distinct nodes, say, 0 is running on 

node A and 1 is mnning on node B. Suppose process 0 wants to send a message to 

process 1. MPMrecv would notify that the system that process 1 intended to receive a 

message from 0 with the properties indicated by the argument. The system would 

initialize the request argument, and process 1 would return. Then process 1 could perform 

some other useful work which does not depend on process 0 and check back later to see if 

the message has arrived. 

One other MPl fimction that will be used in this thesis is MPI_Test. The 

arguments of this function are: 

int MPI_Test (MPI_Request *request, 

int *flag, 

MPI_Status * status) 
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This function call tests the completion of the non blocking operation associated 

with the request. 
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CHAPTER III 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Design and implementation of parallel programs is often difficuft. Some programs 

do perform very well on one machine, but may fail when ported to another. Most serial 

computers have the same basic organization, but this is not true for parallel computers. 

Parallel computers are essentially a collection of computers linked together. 

MPl is a tool that most parallel systems use for communication. Traditional 

runtime systems for message passing models such as MPl or OpenMP (Open Message 

Passing) do not allow efficient migration of tasks in order to provide dynamic load 

balancing capabilities. 

Computation of global optima is important in a very broad range of applications. 

Traditional global optimization techniques have a lot of drawbacks. Generally speaking, 

the classical methods require either the continuity or the differentiability of function/or 

both. In many practical problems ft may be possible that we do not know if the function is 

continuous or differentiable. 

Let us assume there arep processors in a parallel environment and there are tasks 

ti...tj , where each task represents ^ random evaluations of an objective function as 

defined by the randomized global optimization algorithm (RAGOA). An assumption 

made here is that j »p. One objective of this research was to develop a heuristic that can 

adaptively allocate these tasks (defined by RAGOA) to processors depending on the 

throughput of each processor. All processors ready for work will be assigned new tasks 
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as long as there are tasks to be assigned. The heuristic approach attempts to exploit all the 

free cycles on each processor by minimizing the idle time of every processor. Developing 

a global optimization technique which gets optimal results for every optimization 

problem is very difficult. Another objective of the RAGOA was to get a global minimum 

for any objective function which can always be used as a starting point for many 

sophisticated global optimization techniques available. 

To summarize the goal is to create a dynamic or adaptive load balancing 

heuristics for a randomized optimization algorithm based on an asynchronous mode of 

communication in a MPl environment. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

This chapter describes in detail the algorithm design and strategies that were 

developed and followed in order to implement this research work. Section 4.1 describes 

algorithm design. The remainder of the chapter describes the stages in design and 

development of the randomized algorithm, the three different algorithms that were 

developed, the implementation issues, and the overhead in parallel programs. 

4.1 Algorithm Design 

The global optimization algorithm that this research employed is a randomized 

algorithm [14]. This algorithm has been specifically designed and developed keeping in 

mind a parallel environment. All parallel programs will be written using MPl. 

This research explored an n-dimension random search method. This random search 

method combines properties of an exhaustive (search the entire search space), 

dichotomous (divide the search space into halves) [7] and the traditional random search 

technique. The algorithm has been tailored to fit into a parallel environment. 

The research stressed the design and implementation of the dynamic load 

balancing heuristics in the context of the RAGOA (Randomized Global Optimization 

Algorithm). 
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The general outline of the RAGOA is as follows: 

A "box" or a cube will identify the search space. If a and b are two vectors in R" such that 

aj < bj for j=l ...n, where n is the number of dimensions, a box B (a,b) is defined as: 

B (a,b) = {x e R": aj < Xj < bj for j=l. . .n} 

Problem: min/(x) given that: 

X € B (a,b) c R" 

1. Set a limit N > 0 on the number of random trials to be used. 

2. Generate n random vectors x'... x" in B (a,b). 

3. Find j such that/(xJ) < f(x^ ) for k=l.. .n 

4. Test for termination. 

5. Choose c, d e R" so that x̂  e B (c,d) < B (a,b). 

6. Set a = c and b = d. Go to 2. 

Step 3 is the part of the algorithm, which can be executed in parallel. In step 5, in order to 

choose a new box B (c,d) such that x-" e B (c,d), two different strategies were developed. 

The details of these strategies are explained later in the chapter. In both strategies the 

original box B would shrink by a factor less than 1. Ideally the shrinkage factor would 

determine the accuracy of the global minimum, which the RAGOA finds. The shrinkage 

ratio should be chosen such that if RAGOA has trapped the global minimum, it should 

converge to the global minimum very fast. On the other hand it should not shrink the box 

too fast, as lot of search space may be lost. The test of termination may be the shrinkage 

factor or the number of random evaluations. 
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The general outline of the load balancing heuristics in the context of the RAGOA 

is as follows: 

1. The RAGOA will operate in a parallel environment. Depending on the number of 

processors available, the entire search space or the box B (a,b) will be divided into 

smaller boxes. 

2. The entire search space B (a,b) is divided into many smaller partitions. Lety » p 

(number of processors available in the parallel environment) denotes the number 

of smaller partitions. Let k denote the number of random evaluations per partition. 

So, N = kj, where N is the total number of random evaluations. 

LetA = ( b - a ) / y > 0 . 

Let a' = a, b' =b. 

So, a' < a' -I- A < ... < a' + Q-l) A < a' + jA. 

Therefore, B (a,b) = Ur=i ^ B (a^b^. 

3. In an MPl environment, if there are/? processors executing a program, they will 

have ranks 0, 1.. .p-1. In tradftional parallel programs each process other than 0 

will send and receive messages from/?o or processor 0. The same approach is used 

here in this algorithm. Processor/?o logically divides the "box" into smaller 

"boxes" and maintains a stack of these logical partftions. Po will now send boxes 

B (a', b') thm B (a^"', b^"') to processors 1 thm p-1. 

4. Each processor starting from 1 thm p-1 will now have a small box, on which they 

would apply RAGOA. 
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5. Each processor after evaluating its small "box" would send a message to po, 

asking for more work in addition to sending its local minima. If there is more 

work left, meaning if there are small "boxes" left in the stack maintained by/?o, it 

assigns new work to a ready processor. 

6. Processor Po would store the local minima and their locations in a separate storage 

area (e.g., an array) and will find the minimum of all the local minimums and 

assign it as a global minimum. 

7. Processor/?o would shrink the diameter of the original box by a factor iteratively. 

Test for termination. To terminate go to step 11. 

8. If global minimum in the previous iteration falls within the new box, go to step 

10. 

9. The new box is adjusted such that it has the global minimum within itself 

10. Processor/?o divides the new box into smaller boxes; the number of smaller boxes 

will be more than the number of processors available. Go to 4. 

11. Processor/?o will output the approximate global minimum. 

4.2 Load Balancing Heuristics forRAGOA 

There were three main stages in the development of the load balancing heuristics 

for RAGOA. 

1. Development and implementation the serial version of RAGOA. 

2. Development of a parallel model employing the synchronous send and receive 

functions in MPL 
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3. Development of a dynamic load balancing heuristics using asynchronous send and 

receive functions in MPl. 

4.3 Serial RAGOA 

The implementation of the serial RAGOA formed the basis for further work. The 

serial implementation was to prove that the RAGOA is a technique that can be used to get 

a global minimum for any objective function. The serial implementation proved that the 

random evaluations of the objective function is computationally and time intensive. It 

was evident that a parallel model which was much faster than the serial implementation 

was a necessity. 

The pseudo code of the serial implementation of the RAGOA is follows: 

int main() { 

Input the No of dimensions and the lower left and the upper right vector values of the 

box B (a,b) 

Input N, the No of random trials used and k the no of iterations 

While (counter < k) { 

Generate N random values and evaluate the objective fimction for each of these 

random values 

Find the minimum min of N random evaluations and set it to global minimum 

Update the global minimum every time the loop is executed. 

Shrink the original box B (a,b) by a factor counter/counter +1 

Increment the counter 

} 

/* output the global minimum */ } 
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4.4 Implementation of parallel RAGOA using MPl 

After implementing the serial algorithm, MPl programming was used to generate 

a parallel version of RAGOA. This parallel version used synchronous MPl sends and 

receives functions. The parallel synchronous algorithm (PSA) is based on the master-

slave configuration. Let's assume there are p processors,/?«.../?p./, where processor/?o acts 

as a master. All the other processors/?/.. .pp.i interact only with the master processor/Co

processor/?« inputs the number of dimensions of the objective fimction and the 

lower left and the upper right vector values. Processor/?o divides the original box B (a,b) 

into p-1 sub divisions or boxes. 

Processor/7o sends the lower left and upper right vectors of every division or 

boxes to the corresponding processor using MPI_Send. Each slave processor/?;.. .pp.i will 

have a sub division or a sub box to apply the RAGOA. Each processor/?/.. .pp.i generate 

k random vectors and evaluate the objective function for every random vector. At the end 

of yt random evaluations each processor/?/.. .pp.i would return the minimum of the k 

evaluations of the objective function. Each processor would send their minimum to 

processor/?o using MPI_Send. Processor/?« will receive all the minimums from p-1 

processors and finds the minimum of all the minimums. Processor/?o will now request the 

processor with lowest minimum in the current iteration to send the location of its 

minimum. Processor/?o now shrinks the box by a factor// (ft+l). Processor/?o repeats 

through the entire procedure until termination The termination constant is a value which 

can be altered to get better approximation of the global minimum. RAGOA produces 

better results as the termination constant approaches 1. Also, increasing the number of 
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random evaluations will give a better approximation of the global minimum. Here is the 

pseudo code of the parallel RAGOA. 

If (my_rank! =0) {// if it is a slave processor 

Receive the subdivisions using MPI_Recv 

Call the random evaluation function 

Send the minimum to processor 0 using MPISend 

Send the location of the minimum to processor 0 using MPISend 

} 

Else {// if it is a master processor 

Send the p-1 sub divisions to the corresponding slave processors using MPI_Send 

Receive the minimum fi-om the slave processors using MPIRecv 

Find the processor with the least minimum and receive the location sent by it and record 

its value. 

Receive the location sent by other slave processors as junk 

} 

Shrink the box and define a new box B (a,b) and repeat this procedure iteratively. 

4.5 Load Balancing Heuristics 

The main goal of this research work was to develop a load balancing heuristics 

using MPl asynchronous send and receive fimctions in the context of the RAGOA. The 

parallel asynchronous algorithm (PAA) with load balancing heuristics is also based on 

the master-slave configuration. Let's assume there are p processors,/?o.../?p-/, where 

processor/?o is the master processor. All slave processors,/?/.../?p./ interact only with the 

master processor. 
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Processor po inputs the lower left and upper right vectors of the original box B 

(a,b) and the number of dimensions of the objective function. Processor pn divides the 

entire box into; sub-boxes such that / >/?-/. Processor/?/, sends the first/?-/ sub-boxes to 

processors /?/ thm pp.i correspondingly. Processor po maintains a counter that increments 

every time it sends a box to a slave processor. Processor po also maintains an array of 

structures updating information about the processor to which a particular division was 

sent to. Each slave processor generates k random vectors in each box and evaluates the 

objective function for each random vector. At the end of A; random evaluations each slave 

processor returns the minimum of the k evaluations of the objective function. Each slave 

processor sends its minimum using asynchronous MPI_Isend function. The master 

processor po receives the minimum from every slave processor using asynchronous 

MPIIrecv fimction. As MPIIsend and MPIIrecv are both non blocking send and 

receive operations, processor po executes an MPITest command for all the p-1 slave 

processors to check if it has received the minimum sent from that particular processor. If 

the master processor po received the minimum sent from a particular slave processor, it 

updates the stmcture wfth this minimum value. It then sends out the next of the available 

sub-divisions to that slave processor. Processor/?o repeats last two steps until there are no 

sub divisions to be sent. This implementation makes sure that the fastest slave processor 

receives more work. Processor po records the minimum of every division and finds the 

minimum of these minimums and records ft as the global minimum. Processor po goes 

through the array of structures to find the processor which sent this global minimum. 

Processor/7o requests this particular slave processor to send the location of this minimum. 
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Once the master processor po has the global minimum and its location it shrinks the 

original box B (a,b) by a factor//(/i-1-7/ The shrinkage defines a new box B with new 

lower left and upper right vectors. Processor po repeats through the entire procedure 

updating the global minimum and its location iteratively until termination. The 

termination constant is a value which can be altered to get better approximation of the 

global minimum. 

Here is the program outline of the parallel RAGOA with asynchronous send and 

receive functions: 

If (myrank! = 0) {// if the processor is a slave processor 

Receive the sub division from processor 0 using MPIRecv 

Call the random evaluator function. 

Using MPI_Isend send the minimum obtained to processor 0 

While (1){ 

Receive a carryon flag. This flag determines if the while loop should break 

If (carryon==l) { 

Receive a flag which tells the processor if it should get ready for another receive 

If (receiveflag==l) { 

Receive a sub division 

Call the random evaluator 

Send the minimum obtained using MPI_Isend 

} 

} 

Else {// if carryon is not set to 1 

Break; /* break out of the while loop */ 

} 
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} 

If requested for locations of the minimum send it to processor 0 

} 

If (my_rank == 0) {// if processor is the master processor 

Send the first p-1 sub divisions to corresponding slave processors 

Receive the minimums from the processors using MPI_Isend 

While (// there is more sub divisions to send) { 

Poll every slave processor and test if processor 0 received the minimum sent by them 

using MPI_Test 

If test succeeds the processor is ready for more work. 

Set the carryon flag to 1 and send sub divisions to the processor which is ready using 

MPIIsend 

}// end of while loop. No more sub divisions available 

Wait for all processors to complete their work. Set carryon flag to zero and send it to 

every slave processor 

Find the minimum of the minimums and request the slave processor with this minimum 

to send its location. 

} 

Shrink the box and repeat this procedure iteratively. 

Output the approximate global minimum. 

4.6 Implementation Issues 

4.6.1 Factors Affecting the Performance of RAGOA. 

The RAGOA is a randomized algorithm. The performance of this randomized 

algorithm is dependent on a few factors. There are two main factors that significantly 

affect the performance of RAGOA. The number of random evaluations and the shrinkage 
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factor, that determine how fast the box shrinks are two factors which can significantly 

improve or hinder the performance of RAGOA. There is no magical figure for the 

number of random evaluations [22]. The more the number of random evaluations the 

better is the result. The Number of random evaluations is directly proportional to the time 

the RAGOA takes to solve an optimization problem. In order to get the optimal results 

applying the RAGOA one needs to run the algorithm several times for the same objective 

fimction with varying number of random evaluations. 

Another important factor which can significantly improve or hinder the 

performance of RAGOA is the shrinkage factor. RAGOA relies on shrinking the original 

box by a certain factor iteratively. The shrinkage factor should be such that it should 

shrink the box faster if the algorithm has captured the global minimum and shrink it 

slower such that we still have enough search space to find the global minimum. Again, 

there is no magical shrinkage factor that can work for all the objective fiinctions. 

4.6.2 Strategies to Shrink the Box 

RAGOA is a randomized algorithm that relies on shrinking the search space or 

the box iteratively. Two different shrinking strategies were explored. 

In the first strategy, iteratively the master processor/?/, receives the minimum 

from all the slave processors, finds the minimum of these minimums and records it as the 

current global minimum. The master processor/?/, then builds a new box centered on 

current global minimum. The diameter of the new box is determined by the shrinkage 

factor. The diameter of the new box is smaller than the original box by this shrinkage 
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factor. After the shrinkage if the lower left or the upper right vectors of the new box are 

beyond the original box, the new box is adjusted such that it always remains with the 

original box. 

In the second strategy, in all iterations a concentric new box is created whose 

diameter less than the original box. Once the master processor/?/,records the current 

global minimum, ft checks to see if this global minimum falls within the new box. If true, 

it applies RAGOA on this new box, else it extends the new box such that it fits the 

current global minimum. 

4.7 Overhead in Parallel Program Implementation 

There are three main sources of overhead in parallel programs: 

1. Inter process communication 

2. Process idle time 

3. Additional computation ( computation carried out by the parallel program that 

is not carried out by the serial program) 

Resource contention: As in any parallel system, we can mn into problems of 

resource contention. In the context of RAGOA if the evaluation of an objective function 

is computationally intensive, processors will attempt to use the system resources 

simultaneously. This might lead to a situation where a processor will never have 

exclusive access to system resources and as a consequence, our programs are subject to 

unpredictable delays. 
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Load imbalance: The most common cause of idle time is load imbalance. One or more 

processors must carry out more computation than one or more other processors. A 

common source occurs when one processor must wait for some system resource to 

become available. There are two types of idle times, one predictable idle time, which will 

occur every time the parallel program is run with more than one processor regardless of 

the input data. In case of the synchronous implementation of RAGOA, most of the 

processors will necessarily be idle when they wait on a slow processor. The unpredictable 

idle time does not occur every time the program is mn. In the context of RAGOA, the 

algorithm might assign chunks of work to slave processors, each of which might take an 

irregular amount of time to evaluate the objective fimction. If one of the processors has 

less computational power things might be even worse. 
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CHAPTER V 

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

This chapter presents the results of the experiments conducted on the parallel 

synchronous algorithm (PSA) and the parallel asynchronous algorithm (PAA). 

Two objective fiinctions were used in the experiments. The first objective 

fimction was called the Euclidean distance squared (ED^). Let's assume we have a vector 

X with n components, xi.. .Xp, where n represents the number of dimensions, such that this 

vector X belongs to a box B. The ED^ would return the sum of squares of n components 

of the vector x. RAGOA would generate k random vectors for any given box B. For 

every random vector generated RAGOA would call ED^. At the end of k random 

evaluations RAGOA will have a vector which has the minimal Euclidean distance to the 

origin among the sample vectors. This simple objective function can be used to model 

and test high dimension optimization problems. 

The second objective fimction that was used was an implicit ODE (ordinary 

differential equation F (x,y,y',y")=0) function. The implicft ODE (lODE) function 

would take as input a vector y with n components yi.. .yn and discretize the vectors to 

produce the first and second derivatives for every component and output the value y"-l00 

* ^ ,y(0)=y(l)=0. RAGOA would generate k random vectors for any given box B. For 

every random vector generated RAGOA would call the lODE ftinction. At the end of k 

random evaluations RAGOA will have a sample vector for which the finite difference 

approximationtoy"-IOO * e^,y(0)=y(l)=0, is minimum. 
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The experiments performed can be categorized as follows: 

1. Evaluation of ED function using PSA and PAA to demonstrate the speedup. 

2. Evaluation of ED function using PSA and PAA to compare the execution 

times. 

3. Evaluation of ED fimction using PSA and PAA to demonstrate the speedup of 

PAA over PSA in a heterogeneous environment. 

4. Evaluation of the lODE function for different dimensions to model the curve 

that best fits the ordinary differential equation;^" =^ 100 * e^,y(0)=y(l)=0. 

Note: - A very important point to keep in mind while observing these results [24] 

is that the master processor does not participate in the actual computation or generation 

of random vectors. The master is responsible only for allocating work and receiving 

results. So when we say that we use two processors it actually means just one slave 

processor for computation and a master processor for allocation of work and collection 

of results. So always the actual number of processors utilized for computation is one less 

than the total number of processors mentioned. The use of two processors is actually a 

serial execution of the RAGOA with one slave processor but with added computation 

overhead between the master and the slave. 
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5.1 Evaluation of ED function using PSA 

ED fimction was used to evaluate the original box B (a,b) given that aj = -8.5, 

bj = 1.0 for j=l . . .n , where n is 100, the number of dimensions or vector length. Number 

of random evaluations per processor was 20000. The RAGOA had 10 iterations. 

Speedup is often defined as the ratio of the runtime of the fastest known serial 

program on one processor of the parallel system to that of the parallel program mnning 

on/? processors of the parallel system. A parallel program is said to have a linear speedup 

if the speedup S is equal to/?. In all our experiments the maximum speedup that we can 

possibly see is p-1 as processor zero is not involved in any computation. 

An alternative to speedup is efficiency. Efficiency is the ratio of speedup over 

processors. Ideally it should be equal to one. 

Figure 5.1 shows that a linear speedup is obtained with an increase in the number 

of processors using PSA. Speedup (2, /?) where/? = 1... 15 is the ratio of time taken by 

processor/?2 over processor/?p such that the total number of random evaluations remains 

same for every pair (2, /?) where /? = 1... 15. The experiment was conducted 5 0 times and 

the averaged data was used to plot. 
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Figure 5.1 Speedup for/? processors over 2 processors 

Figure 5.2 shows efficiency graph. This is graph is again the ratio of the execution 

time of processor/72 over processor/?p where/? = 1... 15 using PSA. Here the total number 

of evaluations is kept constant irrespective of the number of processors being used. 

Efficiency can also be defined as the ratio of speedup over processor. 
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Figure 5.2 Efficiency of/? processors over 2 processors 

Similar experiment was conducted with the asynchronous algorithm PAA dealing 

with/7-7 divisions. Figure 5.3 shows a linear speedup is obtained with an increase in the 

number of processors. Speedup (2, /?) where /?= 1... 15 is the ratio of die execution time 
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of processor/?2 over processor/?p such that the total number of random evaluations 

remains the same for ever pair (2, /?) where /? = 1... 15. 
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Figure 5.3 Speedup for p processors over 2 processors using PAA with/?-7 sub 
divisions. 

The next experiment was conducted with the asynchronous algorithm PAA with a 

load 

L = {d*k) (5.3.a), 

given that d = 2(p-l) and k = 20000 , where d is the number of divisions and k number of 

random vector evaluations per division. The processor/?3 is executing a dummy/or loop. 

This would make processor/7j the slowest processor. Figure 5.4 shows a speedup of/7-2 

is obtained with an increase in the number of processors. Speedup (2, /?) where /? = 1... 15 

is the ratio of time taken by processor 2 over processor/? such that the total number of 

random evaluations remains the same for ever pair (2, /?) where /?= 1... 15 and processor 

P3 executing a dummy for loop. 
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Figure 5.4 Speedup for p processors over 2 processors with processor/?5 being the 
slowest processor using PAA. 

In the next experiment the execution time of PAA was compared with the 

execution time of PSA. PAA and PSA had the same load L (5.3.a) as in the previous 

experiment. PSA and PAA would execute a total of 40000 random evaluations for 2 

processors and so on. Figure 5.5 shows that the asynchronous algorithm performs slightiy 

better than the synchronous algorithm. It can be seen in figure 5.5 that the execution 

times of PAA and PSA are constant even though the total numbers of random evaluations 

are increasing with the processors. 
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Figure 5.5 Comparison of synchronous algorithm with asynchronous algorithm 
with 2*(p-I) divisions 

The next comparison was between the two algorithms PSA and PAA with 

processor/?5 executing a dummy/?r loop in both cases to simulate a load imbalance and 

make it the slowest of the processors. PAA still deals with same load L (5.3.a) as in the 

previous experiment. So PAA and PSA would execute a total of 40000 random 

evaluations for 2 processors and so on. Figure 5.6 shows that the asynchronous algorithm 

works better even when one processor is overloaded. Note that the execution times of 

both algorithms remain almost the same when the number of processors is two. Also note 

the change in the execution times of both algorithms when the number of processors is 

greater than 2. The introduction of the slowest processor/75 makes both PAA and PSA 

slower. Even though the total number of random evaluations increases with the number 

of processors, the difference in the execution times of PSA and PAA remains constant. 

Notice that PAA under RAGOA performs an intrinsic dynamic load adjustment as 

processors are continuously polled and assigned load when they become idle. Clearly, an 
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increasing load L (5.3.a) will keep processors busy for a longer time rendering a longer 

parallel execution time but constant as the number of processors increase. 
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Figure 5.6 Comparisons between PSA and PAA with processor 3 being slowest 
and 2*(p-I) divisions 

Figure 5.7 shows the comparison between PAA and PSA where PAA deals with 

3 * (p-I) divisions. Processor/?3 again is the slowest processor in both cases, PAA and 

PSA. Each processor evaluates 20000 random vectors per division. So PAA and PSA 

would execute a total of 60000 random evaluations for 2 processors and so on. Note once 

more that the execution times of both algorithms remain almost the same when the 

number of processors is two. Also notice the change in the execution times of both the 

algorithms when the number of processors is greater than 2. Even though the total load L 

(5.3.a) increases with the number of processors, the difference in the execution times of 

PSA and PAA, however, remains the same. PAA performs infrinsic dynamic load 

adjustments mentioned previously. Figure 5.7 shows that the PSA is approximately 3 

times slower than PAA. PAA allocates tasks as defined by RAGOA on every processor 

such that the slowest processor/?i is assigned the task corresponding to the least number 

of divisions. 
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Figure 5.7 Comparison between PAA and PSA with 3*(p-l) divisions and 
processor/?5 being slowest 

Figure 5.8 shows the result of a similar experiment with 4*(p-l) divisions in case 

of PAA and processor pj being overloaded. Each processor executes 20000 random 

vectors per division. So PAA and PSA would execute a total of 80000 random 

evaluations for 2 processors and so on. Once again figure 5.8 shows that the execution 

times of both algorithms are almost the same when the number of processors is two. 

Again, the execution times of both the algorithms increase when the number of 

processors is greater than 2. The difference in the execution times of PSA and PAA 

remains the same even though the total load L (5.3.a) increases with the number of 

processors. Figure 5.8 shows that PSA is approximately 4 times slower than PAA. As 

mentioned earlier PAA allocates tasks as defined by RAGOA on every processor such 

that the slowest processor/73 is assigned tasks corresponding to the least number of 

divisions. 
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Figure 5.8 Comparison between PAA and PSA with 4*(p-l) boxes or divisions 
and processor P J being the slowest 

Figure 5.9 shows the speedup for the asynchronous algorithm PAA over PSA 

with processor/?3 being the slowest in both cases. It follows from figure 5.9 that the 

execution time of PSA increases with the increase in the number of divisions. An 

increase in the number of divisions means an increase in the total number of random 

evaluations. PSA has longer execution time as it does not do any dynamic load 

adjustments as PAA. As the number of divisions increase PAA performs better as it can 

dynamically allocate tasks to processors which become idle. 
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Figure 5.9 Speedup of PAA over PSA Vs the number of divisions in case of PAA 
and processor/?5 being the slowest 

5.2 Evaluation of lODE Function 

PSA and PAA were used to evaluate the lODE Function for the Box B (aj,bj) 

where aj = -2.5 for j = 1.. .n and bj = 1.0 where n is the number of feasible points in a two 

dimensional Euclidean space. The lODE Function was evaluated for 3 and 5 feasible 

points in two dimensional Euclidean space. Figure 5.10, 5.11 shows the plot of the curve 

of the ODE>^" = 100*^, y(0) =y(l) = 0. 

Figure 5.10 Plot of the differential equation with for 3 dimensions 
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Figure 5.11 Plot of the differential equation for 5 dimensions 

The lODE function was modeled using RAGOA. Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 

shows the curve that best fits the implicit ODE;^" = 100 * e^,y (0) =y (I) =0 given 3 and 

5 feasible points respectively. At the end of 20000 random evaluations RAGOA 

produced a vector whose finite difference approximation of>'" -100 * e^=0 was 

minimum. With the increase in the number of feasible points and random evaluations 

RAGOA can produce a better curve that describes the implicit ODEy" = 100 * e^, 

y(0)=y(l)=0. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This thesis presents two parallel algorithms PSA and PAA. PSA uses synchronous 

MPl functions where as PAA uses asynchronous functions. The following conclusions 

can be drawn from the experiments. 

1. PAA with its intrinsic load balancing strategy performs better in a 

heterogeneous environment. Heterogeneity can be presented in several 

forms. For example, one of the processors might be inherently slower than 

the rest or the function evaluations with respect to RAGOA may not be 

homogeneous for certain objective functions. PAA adaptively allocates 

tasks as defined by RAGOA to processors such that the fastest processor 

gets the maximum work. PAA minimizes the idle time or the wait time for 

every processor to get a new task. 

2. PSA is a simple algorithm to design and implement. PSA will perform as 

well as PAA when we have homogeneous environment. 

3. The accuracy of the results produced by both PSA and PAA will increase 

with the number of random vectors and the number of divisions that 

RAGOA generates. 

4. Results produced by PSA and PAA can be used as a starting seed for many 

sophisticated global optimization algorithms. 
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5. RAGOA can be applied to any global optimization problem and can handle 

any number of dimensions. 

The applications analyzed are proof of concept that shows the usefiilness of 

RAGOA. Future work should involve large and more complex applications in different 

computing platforms such as the grid and different heterogeneous clusters. 
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